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Nature's Best Hope  
(Young Readers' Edition)
Black/white photos throughout; 256 pages;  
5 ½" x 8"

Jacketed Hardcover: 
$19.00/$24.00 Can./£14.99 UK

ISBN: 9781643261652

No. 686165 

 
Paperback: $8.99/$12.99 Can./ 
£7.99 UK

ISBN: 9781643262147

No. 686214

Ships: March

Douglas W. Tallamy is a professor in the Department 
of Entomology and Wildlife Ecology at the University 
of Delaware, where he has taught insect-related courses 
for 40 years. His book Bringing Nature Home, published 
by Timber Press in 2007, was awarded the 2008 Silver 
Medal by the Garden Writers’ Association.

Sarah L. Thomson has written over thirty books for 
young readers, including poetry, prose, fiction and 

nonfiction. She lives in Portland, Maine.

• A middle grade adaptation of the 
New York Times bestselling book, 
Nature’s Best Hope.

• Explores conservation concepts that 
are accessible and appropriate for 
readers 8-12. 

• For kids and caregivers interested in 
conservation, the environment, and 
nature. 

Nature's Best Hope 
(Young Readers' Edition)
How You Can Save the World in Your Own Yard 
Douglas W. Tallamy & Sarah L. Thomson 

Douglas W. Tallamy awakened thousands of readers to an urgent situation: 
wildlife populations are in decline because the plants they depend on are 

fast disappearing. His solution? Plant more natives. In this book, Tallamy 
outlines his vision for a grassroots approach to conservation that everyone can 
participate in, regardless of age.  

Nature’s Best Hope (Young Readers' Edition) helps empower younger 
readers by breaking down complex concepts about conservation into simple 
terms kids can easily grasp. Younger readers can do many of the positive things 
that Tallamy encourages, like working with their family to plant oak trees at 
home, or if that’s too large of a task, planting a few asters—a plant that many 
bees use to feed their young.  

By empowering the next generation to help support our collective future, 
Nature’s Best Hope drives home the positive point that it is kids that truly are 
nature’s best hope. 
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    Also Available:
Nature's Best Hope 
HC, 6" x 9" | 256 pp, full color | $29.95 © 2020  
689900 | ISBN: 9781604699005 

The Nature of Oaks
HC, 6" x 9" | 200 pp, full color | $27.95 © 2021  
686044 | ISBN: 9781643260440

Bringing Nature Home 
PB, 6" x 9" | 360 pp, one color | $19.95 © 2009  
682992 | ISBN: 9780881929928
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The Shotgun 
Conservationist 
Why Environmentalists Should Love Hunting 
Brant MacDuff  

In The Shotgun Conservationist, Brant MacDuff doesn’t teach us how to 
hunt, he teaches us why to hunt. As public lands remain imperiled, factory 

farms pollute the earth and denigrate animals, and global uncertainty presses 
us all to be more self-sufficient, there has never been a better time to take 
up hunting. Writer, natural historian, and public speaker MacDuff has done 
just that. Growing up as an animal lover and avid non-hunter, MacDuff 
set out with some initial skepticism to investigate the claim that “hunting is 
conservation.” He now holds a hunting license in four states and gives lectures 
on the positive impact it has on conservation efforts nationwide. 

Armed with years of experience in the field and a deep love for the natural 
world, MacDuff tells the story of how he became a hunter and explains 
why, no matter your background, you should too. As he takes on popular 
misconceptions surrounding hunting, we meet the colorful characters and 
learn the firsthand research that changed his mind. All told with candor in a 
story that’s equal parts provocative, scientific, humorous, and insightful. You 
may not find yourself on a hunting trip after reading this book, but you’ll have 
a new perspective and appreciation for those that do. 

The Shotgun 
Conservationist 
One color throughout; 270 pages; 6" x 9" 

Jacketed Hardcover: 
$28.00/$35.00 Can./£21.99 UK

ISBN: 9781643261034

No. 686103

Ships: April

Brant MacDuff is a taxidermist and conservation historian. 
An avid outdoorsperson and jack of many trades, Brant 
has worked for a variety of museums and aquariums, all 
while supporting his primary work as a public speaker. He 
teaches instructional classes on taxidermy, gives tours at 
the American Museum of Natural History, and lectures on 
natural history at schools, businesses, private events, outdoor 
retreats, and museums.  

• The history and ethics of hunting, 
explored through the personal 
journey of author and animal lover, 
Brant MacDuff.  

• Will appeal to fans of Meat Eater, 
The Omnivores Dilemma, and Sacred 
Cow.   

• Follow MacDuff at www.
immortalanimals.com.   

    Also Available:
To Speak for the Trees  
PB, 5 ½" x 8 ¼" | 280 pp, one color | $22.95 © 2021  
686132 | ISBN: 9781643261324

The Rescue Effect 
HC, 6" x 9" | 296 pp, one color | $28.00 © 2022  
686149 | ISBN: 9781643261492
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Rare Trees
Full color throughout; 320 pages; 8 ½" x 10" 

Paper Over Board: 
$40.00/$50.00 Can./ 
£31.99 UK 

ISBN: 9781604699524

No. 689952

Ships: April

Sara Oldfield has been Secretary 
General of Botanic Gardens 
Conservation International (BGCI) 
since May 2005. She is also Chair of the IUCN/SSC Global 
Tree Specialist Group, responsible for promoting and 
implementing projects to identify and protect globally red-
listed tree species. 

Malin Rivers is the Head of Conservation Prioritisation 
at Botanic Gardens Conservation International (BGCI). 
She has worked with plant conservation in botanic gardens 
for more than ten years.

• Shares tree species that aren't 
widely known and are currently 
threatened by climate change and 
deforestation.   

• Filled with color photographs, 
interesting facts, and details on 
conservation efforts.  

• Published in partnership with The 
Global Trees Campaign.    

Rare Trees
The Fascinating Stories of the World’s Most 
Threatened Species  
Sara Oldfield & Malin Rivers

Forests cover nearly a third of the world's surface, and the trees that 
make them up include a staggering diversity of more than 60,000 

species. Individual trees play specific ecological roles in their unique 
environments—and they have adapted to thrive on steep mountains, 
in cloud forests, on dry savannahs, in parched deserts, and in tropical 
wetlands. Our history—and our future—are interwoven with the trees  
that define the regions of our green planet. 

Rare Trees profiles over 60 individual species and seven major tree 
families—the most charismatic, fascinating, and downright bizarre 
examples of threatened trees from around the globe. Filled with hundreds 
of color photographs, maps to help readers identify habitats, and accessible 
text by tree experts from the Global Trees Campaign, Rare Trees will give 
readers a new appreciation for the importance of trees and will inspire them 
to preserve this critical canopy of life. 

9 7 8 1 6 0 4 6 9 9 5 2 4
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environments—and they have adapted to thrive on steep mountains, 
in cloud forests, on dry savannahs, in parched deserts, and in tropical 
wetlands. Our history—and our future—are interwoven with the trees  
that define the regions of our green planet. 

Rare Trees profiles over 60 individual species and seven major tree 
families—the most charismatic, fascinating, and downright bizarre 
examples of threatened trees from around the globe. Filled with hundreds 
of color photographs, maps to help readers identify habitats, and accessible 
text by tree experts from the Global Trees Campaign, Rare Trees will give 
readers a new appreciation for the importance of trees and will inspire them 
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The Return of Wolves 
One color throughout; 256 pages; 6" x 9" 

Jacketed Hardcover: 
$28.00/$35.00 Can./ 
£21.99 UK 

ISBN: 9781643260730 

No. 686073

Ships: March

Eli Francovich is a journalist who covers the 
environment, conservation and outdoor recreation 
in Washington for the Spokesman-Review, the state's 
second-largest newspaper. His work has been published 
in the Seattle Times, the Chicago Tribune, the Miami 
Herald, the Charlotte Observer and elsewhere. He lives in 
Spokane, Washington. 

• Will appeal to readers of American 
Wolf, Wolf Nation, and The Rise of 
Wolf 8.  

• An engaging, well-reported, non-
partisan story about a complex and 
divisive subject.  

The Return of Wolves
An Iconic Predator's Struggle to Survive in the 
American West 
Eli Francovich 

The gray wolf has made an astonishing comeback in Washington. 
Nearly eradicated by the 1990s, conservationists and environmentalists 

have cheered its robust return to the state over the last two decades. But 
Washington ranchers are not so joyous. When wolves prey on livestock 
ranchers view their livelihood as under attack. This tense situation speaks 
to America’s larger political and cultural divide. 

In The Return of Wolves, journalist Eli Francovich investigates how 
we might mend this divide while keeping wolf populations thriving. He 
finds an answer in the time-honored tradition of range riding and one 
passionate range rider, Daniel Curry, who has jumped directly into the fray 
by patrolling the rural Washington landscape on horseback. Curry engages 
directly with farmers, seeking to protect livestock from wolves while also 
protecting and proliferating wolf populations. Through Curry, we meet 
an eclectic cast of players—local ranchers, politicians, environmentalists, 
and everyday folks caught in the middle—and find hope for the future of 
wolves, and perhaps for our divided nation. 

9 7 8 1 6 4 3 2 6 0 7 3 0

    Also Available:
Lakes 
HC, 6" x 9" | 240 pp, one color | $27.95 © 2022  
686048 | ISBN: 9781643260488 

Our National Forests 
HC, 7" x 9" | 280 pp, full color | $29.95 © 2021
689963 | ISBN: 9781604699630
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Sara Dykman is the founder of beyondabook.org, which 
fosters lifelong learners, boundary pushers, explorers, 
and stewards. She works in amphibian research and as an 
outdoor educator, guiding young people into nature so 
they can delight in its complicated brilliance. 

Bicycling with Butterflies  
One-color throughout; 280 pages; 6" x 9" 

Paperback: $18.99/$23.99 
Can./£14.99 UK

ISBN: 9781643262185

No. 686218

Ships: January

• Winner of the 2021 National Outdoor 
Book Award.

• For fans of Rooted by Lyanda Lynn 
Haupt, To Speak for the Trees by 
Diana Beresford-Kroeger, and books 
by James Rebanks.     

9 7 8 1 6 4 3 2 6 2 1 8 5

Bicycling with 
Butterflies  
My 10,201-Mile Journey Following the Monarch 
Migration 
Sara Dykman 

Sara Dykman was the first person to bicycle alongside monarch butterflies 
on their storied annual migration—a round-trip adventure that included 

three countries and more than 10,000 miles. In Bicycling with Butterflies, 
she recounts her incredible journey and the dramatic ups and downs of the 
nearly nine-month odyssey. We’re beside her as she navigates unmapped 
roads in foreign countries, checks roadside milkweed for monarch eggs, and 
shares her passion with eager schoolchildren, skeptical bar patrons, and 
unimpressed border officials. We also meet some of the ardent monarch 
stewards who supported her efforts, from citizen scientists and researchers 
to farmers and high-rise city dwellers.

“This extraordinary book is a lament for our thoughtless 
destruction of nature and at the same time a celebration of the 
beauty that remains. The migration of the monarch butterflies 
is one of the wonders of the world—we must save it for future 
generations.” —Dr. Jane Goodall, DBE, Founder of the Jane Goodall 
Institute & U.N. Messenger of Peace

“On this improbable adventure, Sara Dykman followed the 
extraordinary monarch migration by bicycle, and came back to 
write about it. Her almost incredible account captures the animal 
itself, the continent it crosses, and its plight with style and deep 
connection.” —Robert Michael Pyle, author of Chasing Monarchs and 
founder of the Xerces Society for Invertebrate Conservation
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nearly nine-month odyssey. We’re beside her as she navigates unmapped 
roads in foreign countries, checks roadside milkweed for monarch eggs, and 
shares her passion with eager schoolchildren, skeptical bar patrons, and 
unimpressed border officials. We also meet some of the ardent monarch 
stewards who supported her efforts, from citizen scientists and researchers 
to farmers and high-rise city dwellers.

“This extraordinary book is a lament for our thoughtless 
destruction of nature and at the same time a celebration of the 
beauty that remains. The migration of the monarch butterflies 
is one of the wonders of the world—we must save it for future 
generations.” —Dr. Jane Goodall, DBE, Founder of the Jane Goodall 
Institute & U.N. Messenger of Peace

“On this improbable adventure, Sara Dykman followed the 
extraordinary monarch migration by bicycle, and came back to 
write about it. Her almost incredible account captures the animal 
itself, the continent it crosses, and its plight with style and deep 
connection.” —Robert Michael Pyle, author of Chasing Monarchs and 
founder of the Xerces Society for Invertebrate Conservation
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Ms. Adventure 
My Wild Explorations in Science, Lava, and Life 
Jess Phoenix 

Jess Phoenix has dedicated her life to scientific exploration. Her career 
path—hard earned in the male-dominated world of science—has led her 

into still-flowing Hawaiian lava fields, congressional races, glittering cocktail 
parties at Manhattan’s elite Explorers Club, and numerous pairs of Caterpillar 
work boots. It has also inspired her to devote her life to making science more 
inclusive and accessible.

In Ms. Adventure, Phoenix skillfully blends personal memoir, daring 
adventure, and scientific exploration, following Phoenix’s journey from 
reality television sites deep in Ecuadorian jungles to Andean glaciers, 
university classrooms to Death Valley in summer. Readers will delight in her 
unbelievable adventures, all embarked on for the love of science.

“Whether she is peeking into the top of an active volcano or trying 
to outwit the heat of the desert, Jess Phoenix brings her best game: 
the cunning of a detective, the soul of a poet and the open mind of 
a true explorer. It is pure joy to see the world through her endlessly 
curious eyes and to read about it in her crystal-clear prose.”   
—Madeleine H. Blais, author of In These Girls, Hope Is a Muscle

“Jess Phoenix's work encompasses science and representation in 
such a delightful melding that it could only come from as spry and 
playful a soul as hers! Open this book and jump into the volcano!”   
—Patton Oswalt

Ms. Adventure
One color throughout; 272 pages; 6" x 9" 

Paperback: $18.99/$23.99 
Can./£14.99 UK

ISBN: 9781643262192

No. 686219

Ships: January

Jess Phoenix is executive director and co-founder of the 
environmental scientific research organization Blueprint 
Earth. Since 2008, she has been a volcanologist, an extreme 
explorer, and a professional field scientist. She is a fellow in 
the Explorers Club and the Royal Geographical Society. 

• Finalist for the 2021 AAAS/Subaru 
SB&F Prize for Excellence in Science 
Books.

• For fans of books like Spineless by 
Juli Berwald and Lab Girl by Hope 
Jahren. 
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The Pacific Northwest 
Native Plant Primer  
Full color throughout; 252 pages;  
8" x 9" 

Paperback: $24.99/$30.99 
Can./£19.99 UK 

ISBN: 9781643260716

No. 686071

Ships: March

• The native plant trend continues to 
grow; they now represent more than 
20% of total plant sales.  

• Native plants attract pollinators, 
support wildlife, and reduce 
maintenance.  

• For home gardeners in Oregon, 
Washington, and southern British 
Columbia. 
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The Pacific Northwest 
Native Plant Primer   
225 Plants for an Earth-Friendly Garden  
Kristin Currin & Andrew Merritt   

The benefits of native plants are enormous—they reduce maintenance, require 
less water, and attract vital, earth-friendly pollinators like birds, butterflies, 

and bees. Gardeners seeking to add them to their landscape will find no better 
guide than The Pacific Northwest Native Plant Primer. Packed with proven 
advice that every home gardener can follow, this incomparable sourcebook 
profiles 225 recommended native ferns, grasses, wildflowers, perennials, vines, 
shrubs, and trees. 

With introductory information on preparation, planting, maintenance, and 
climate considerations, it’s everything you need to know to create a beautiful 
and beneficial garden. This must-have handbook is for gardeners in the 
beautiful Pacific Northwest.  

Kristin Currin and Andrew Merritt are 
the owners of Humble Roots Farm and 
Nursery in Mosier, Oregon. Through 
Humble Roots, they have worked on many 
restoration and pollinator enhancement 
projects including rare plant monitoring 
and propagation, as well as with many 
homeowners and landscapers developing 
native gardens and habitats. 

Aquatic

Freshwater ponds, lakes, and streams. For the purposes of 

this book, this does not include marine or saltwater habi-

tats. Plants that live here are adapted to being submerged 

in or floating on top of water.

Bog/Marsh/Wetland

Saturated, sensitive areas where water is available 

year-round. Bogs are places where rainwater collects in 

depressions and the stagnant saturation results in acidic 

conditions to which certain plants have adapted. Marshes 

are flooded areas that remain waterlogged. Wetlands in 

general are productive places vital to the health of a mul-

titude of species. These areas are disappearing and deserve 

protection.

Riparian

The area of land along waterways and bodies of freshwa-

ter, the boundary of which shifts from site to site. Typically, 

a lush and productive area with a high water table. Soils 

remain saturated close to the water, but on raised banks 

and areas farther away from water sources, and if water 

levels lower seasonally, soils become drier. Plant growth 

here is important for holding soils, filtering water runoff, 

and shading waterways.

Vernal Pool

Small, isolated depressional wetlands that are saturated 

in spring but dry in summer. Plants that grow here are 

adapted to seasonal flooding and drought. A unique habitat 

that is threatened in the Pacific Northwest.

Wetlands are saturated, sensitive areas vital to the health of many species. Vernal pools are isolated depressional wetlands that are wet in spring but 
dry in summer.

Riparian plants are important for holding soils, filtering water runoff, and 
shading waterways.

Aquatic plants like yellow pond lily (Nuphar polysepala) are adapted to 
being submerged in or floating on top of water.

PACIFIC  NORTHWEST HABITATS PACIFIC  NORTHWEST HABITATS20    21

WILDFLOWER S 33W I LDFLOW ER S32    

Achillea millefolium • Asteraceae

Common yarrow

Habitat/Range Widespread and adapted to most habitats. Alaska 
to California and east to the Atlantic Coast at low to high elevations. 
Circumboreal. Grows on both sides of the Cascade Mountains.

SeaSonal inteReSt White, occasionally pink, flowers midspring to 
late summer or fall depending on location.

Wildlife Value Attracts butterflies, bees, and other pollinators. 
Butterfly host plant. Attracts beneficial insects. Many solitary bees 
specialize on plants in the family Asteraceae. Provides food and nest-
ing materials for birds. Typically deer resistant.

CultiVation Sun to part shade. Thrives in a variety of soil types,  
preferring ones that are not consistently saturated. Water to estab-
lish. Drought tolerant once established but some supplemental 
water will keep it looking lush in hot, dry sites. Deadhead to encour-
age additional blooms. Easy from seed. Can spread vigorously by 
seed and rhizomes; remove seed heads to help control spreading if 
needed. Does well in containers.

A familiar plant to gardeners, common yarrow is an attrac-
tive, aromatic perennial that grows up to 3 ft. tall with large 
clusters of small white flowers and fernlike foliage. It is fire 
resistant and tolerates mowing, which causes it to form a 
carpet of fragrant foliage, making it useful as a lawn alter-
native. A long-blooming pollinator favorite great for butter-
fly gardens and attracting beneficial insects, it’s also useful 
for rehabilitating disturbed sites. There are many cultivars 
of yarrow available; choose plants wisely. Wild populations 
are highly variable and both native and introduced plants 
are found in the region.

Common yarrow has showy flat-topped clusters of flowers loved by 
butterflies and other pollinators.

Achlys spp. • Berberidaceae

Vanillaleaf

Habitat/Range Moist conifer forests from southwestern British Columbia to northwestern California. Grows from the  
east base of the Cascade Mountains to the Pacific Coast at low to mid elevations.

SeaSonal inteReSt White flowers in spring to midsummer relative to elevation. Seasonal groundcover.

Wildlife Value Wind pollinated yet still attracts insect pollinators. Moth host plant. Provides cover for ground-nesting  
birds and small animals.

CultiVation Full to part shade and moist to seasonally moist, well-drained, humus-rich soil. This understory plant requires 
ample amounts of organic matter in the soil. Water to establish. Tolerates seasonally dry conditions once established if  
properly sited but providing some supplemental water in summer will keep plants looking lush. Can grow under conifers. Slow 
and sometimes difficult to establish. Spreads slowly by rhizomes. A lovely groundcover for moist woodland gardens. Mulch.

Vanillaleaf is an attractive understory plant that creates a verdant groundcover in moist forests. From its 
spreading rhizomes this herbaceous perennial produces large leaves and spikes of small white flowers that 
grow about 1 ft. tall. The leaves are divided into three prominently lobed, winglike leaflets that have a sweet 
fragrance when dried. There are two genetically distinct but visually similar species of vanillaleaf found in 
the Pacific Northwest, Achlys triphylla and A. californica. They share the same range and habitat, and mixed 
populations are common. Both are a good choice for gardens west of the Cascades.

Vanillaleaf is a lovely groundcover for moist, shady forest gardens.
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• The native plant trend continues to 
grow; they now represent more than 
20% of total plant sales.  

• Native plants attract pollinators, 
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maintenance.  

• For home gardeners in Oregon, 
Washington, and southern British 
Columbia. 
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The Pacific Northwest 
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Kristin Currin & Andrew Merritt   

The benefits of native plants are enormous—they reduce maintenance, require 
less water, and attract vital, earth-friendly pollinators like birds, butterflies, 

and bees. Gardeners seeking to add them to their landscape will find no better 
guide than The Pacific Northwest Native Plant Primer. Packed with proven 
advice that every home gardener can follow, this incomparable sourcebook 
profiles 225 recommended native ferns, grasses, wildflowers, perennials, vines, 
shrubs, and trees. 

With introductory information on preparation, planting, maintenance, and 
climate considerations, it’s everything you need to know to create a beautiful 
and beneficial garden. This must-have handbook is for gardeners in the 
beautiful Pacific Northwest.  

Kristin Currin and Andrew Merritt are 
the owners of Humble Roots Farm and 
Nursery in Mosier, Oregon. Through 
Humble Roots, they have worked on many 
restoration and pollinator enhancement 
projects including rare plant monitoring 
and propagation, as well as with many 
homeowners and landscapers developing 
native gardens and habitats. 

Aquatic

Freshwater ponds, lakes, and streams. For the purposes of 

this book, this does not include marine or saltwater habi-

tats. Plants that live here are adapted to being submerged 

in or floating on top of water.

Bog/Marsh/Wetland

Saturated, sensitive areas where water is available 

year-round. Bogs are places where rainwater collects in 

depressions and the stagnant saturation results in acidic 

conditions to which certain plants have adapted. Marshes 

are flooded areas that remain waterlogged. Wetlands in 

general are productive places vital to the health of a mul-

titude of species. These areas are disappearing and deserve 

protection.

Riparian

The area of land along waterways and bodies of freshwa-

ter, the boundary of which shifts from site to site. Typically, 

a lush and productive area with a high water table. Soils 

remain saturated close to the water, but on raised banks 

and areas farther away from water sources, and if water 

levels lower seasonally, soils become drier. Plant growth 

here is important for holding soils, filtering water runoff, 

and shading waterways.

Vernal Pool

Small, isolated depressional wetlands that are saturated 

in spring but dry in summer. Plants that grow here are 

adapted to seasonal flooding and drought. A unique habitat 

that is threatened in the Pacific Northwest.

Wetlands are saturated, sensitive areas vital to the health of many species. Vernal pools are isolated depressional wetlands that are wet in spring but 
dry in summer.

Riparian plants are important for holding soils, filtering water runoff, and 
shading waterways.

Aquatic plants like yellow pond lily (Nuphar polysepala) are adapted to 
being submerged in or floating on top of water.
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Achillea millefolium • Asteraceae

Common yarrow

Habitat/Range Widespread and adapted to most habitats. Alaska 
to California and east to the Atlantic Coast at low to high elevations. 
Circumboreal. Grows on both sides of the Cascade Mountains.

SeaSonal inteReSt White, occasionally pink, flowers midspring to 
late summer or fall depending on location.

Wildlife Value Attracts butterflies, bees, and other pollinators. 
Butterfly host plant. Attracts beneficial insects. Many solitary bees 
specialize on plants in the family Asteraceae. Provides food and nest-
ing materials for birds. Typically deer resistant.

CultiVation Sun to part shade. Thrives in a variety of soil types,  
preferring ones that are not consistently saturated. Water to estab-
lish. Drought tolerant once established but some supplemental 
water will keep it looking lush in hot, dry sites. Deadhead to encour-
age additional blooms. Easy from seed. Can spread vigorously by 
seed and rhizomes; remove seed heads to help control spreading if 
needed. Does well in containers.

A familiar plant to gardeners, common yarrow is an attrac-
tive, aromatic perennial that grows up to 3 ft. tall with large 
clusters of small white flowers and fernlike foliage. It is fire 
resistant and tolerates mowing, which causes it to form a 
carpet of fragrant foliage, making it useful as a lawn alter-
native. A long-blooming pollinator favorite great for butter-
fly gardens and attracting beneficial insects, it’s also useful 
for rehabilitating disturbed sites. There are many cultivars 
of yarrow available; choose plants wisely. Wild populations 
are highly variable and both native and introduced plants 
are found in the region.

Common yarrow has showy flat-topped clusters of flowers loved by 
butterflies and other pollinators.

Achlys spp. • Berberidaceae

Vanillaleaf

Habitat/Range Moist conifer forests from southwestern British Columbia to northwestern California. Grows from the  
east base of the Cascade Mountains to the Pacific Coast at low to mid elevations.

SeaSonal inteReSt White flowers in spring to midsummer relative to elevation. Seasonal groundcover.

Wildlife Value Wind pollinated yet still attracts insect pollinators. Moth host plant. Provides cover for ground-nesting  
birds and small animals.

CultiVation Full to part shade and moist to seasonally moist, well-drained, humus-rich soil. This understory plant requires 
ample amounts of organic matter in the soil. Water to establish. Tolerates seasonally dry conditions once established if  
properly sited but providing some supplemental water in summer will keep plants looking lush. Can grow under conifers. Slow 
and sometimes difficult to establish. Spreads slowly by rhizomes. A lovely groundcover for moist woodland gardens. Mulch.

Vanillaleaf is an attractive understory plant that creates a verdant groundcover in moist forests. From its 
spreading rhizomes this herbaceous perennial produces large leaves and spikes of small white flowers that 
grow about 1 ft. tall. The leaves are divided into three prominently lobed, winglike leaflets that have a sweet 
fragrance when dried. There are two genetically distinct but visually similar species of vanillaleaf found in 
the Pacific Northwest, Achlys triphylla and A. californica. They share the same range and habitat, and mixed 
populations are common. Both are a good choice for gardens west of the Cascades.

Vanillaleaf is a lovely groundcover for moist, shady forest gardens.
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Wild Miami  
Full color throughout; 376 pages; 6 ½" x 9" 

Paperback: 
$25.99/$32.99 Can./ 
£20.99 UK

ISBN: 9781643260747

No. 686074

Ships: December

• Covers more than 100 local species 
that can be seen in and around 
Miami. 

• Includes days trips to areas of 
ecological importance.   

• All four authors are scientists who 
focus their work on the flora and 
fauna of Miami.  

Wild Miami   
Explore the Amazing Nature in and Around  
South Florida 
Thomas J. Morrell, Shannon C. Jones, Brian Diaz & 
Fernando M. Bretos   

Miami may be a bustling city with a vibrant nightlife, but its wildlife is just as 
wild, if you know where to look. Wild Miami reveals the amazing ecology 

of this tropical metropolis. Equal parts natural history, field guide, and trip 
planner, Wild Miami has something for everyone. This handy yet extensive 
guide looks at the factors that shape local nature and profiles more than 100 
local species, from beautiful flowers and towering palm trees to manatees 
and green treefrogs, spotted sunfish, and great blue heron. Also included 
are descriptions of day trips that help you explore natural wonders on hiking 
trails and beaches, in public parks, and in your own backyard.  

Thomas J. Morrell is a freelance writer with a degree in journalism from the 
University of Florida. 

Shannon C. Jones is the Conservation Programs Manager at the Phillip and 
Patricia Frost Museum of Science. 

Brian Diaz is the Coordinator for the MUVE program at the Phillip and Patricia 
Frost Museum of Science. 

Fernando M. Bretos is a conservation scientist and manager of the Wider 
Caribbean Region at the Ocean Foundation.  
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Though perhaps only the most intrepid and experienced naturalists should 
explore deep into the South Dade Wetlands, everyone should at least be 
aware of their purpose and importance. This litt le-known area of southeast 
Miami-Dade County was an important strategic acquisition for conservation 
groups looking to preserve the landscape and the species that live here. Its 
34,000 acres contain a mixed assemblage of fresh and saltwater habitats 
that include marl prairies dominated by muhly grass, sawgrass prairies, 
patches of cypress, and mangrove forests. Unfortunately, interspersed 
among these native ecosystems are dense, monocultural stands of invasive 
species, including melaleuca, Brazilian pepper, and shoebutt on ardisia. 

EELs and Rivers
The Miami-Dade County Environmentally 
Endangered Lands (EEL) and the state’s Save 
Our Rivers (SOR) programs share similar goals 
and origins. SOR was created in 1981 by the 
state legislature. Funded by state tax revenue, 
the program grants power to the South Florida 
Water Management District to purchase land 
that carries a high value for conserving our 
natural waterways. EEL was formed in 1990, 
funded by a voter-approved, two-year property 
tax. The funds collected by the program allowed 
the county to purchase parcels of rare natural 
habitat, protecting them from development. Of 
particular concern were the globally imperiled 
pine rocklands, of which EEL now manages 
more than 400 acres (a drop in the bucket com-
pared to the roughly 24,000 acres of habitat EEL 
has successfully acquired in coordination with 
other programs).

TRIP 14

South Dade 
Wetlands and 
Southern Glades Wildlife 
and Environmental Area

Where: No exact address. The 
Last Chance Bar and Package 
(35800 South Dixie Highway, 
Homestead, FL 33034) is 
a good address to use as a 
starting point before heading 
down Card Sound Road.
Parking: Free street parking.
entrance Fee: None
DiFFiculty, Distance, 
access: The part of Card 
Sound Road that runs through 
the South Dade Wetlands is 
approximately 10 miles long. 
This is open wilderness, so 
take proper care if you plan to 
traverse it.
Facilities: None—be sure to 
use the restroom beforehand.
Best time: All year, as 
diff erent animals can be seen 
with the changing water levels.

An expansive and open habitat, the South Dade Wetlands 
are unique among Camino 305 fi eld trips in that they 
do not possess a specifi c park address. 

Main Road
Parking

Smaller Road
Hiking & Biking Trails

KEY

 Thanks to its 
specialized neck 
vertebrae, a great 
blue heron can 
strike prey at a 
distance.
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This system of sensory organs helps fish detect 
movement and pressure changes—it’s what 
enables schooling fish to stay together.

breast

crown primaries

secondaries

mantle

caudal fin

dorsal fin

dorsal fin

dorsal fin

pectoral finanal fin

pectoral fin

pectoral fin

pectoral fin

lateral line

Helpful Anatomy Terms

We all know about ears, tails, and scales, but can you point out a lateral line? Some 
critters, like fish and birds, are best identified by specific bits of anatomy whose 
names you probably don’t hear every day. Many marine animals share common 
body features. You’ll find similar fins on fish, sharks, rays, marine mammals, and 
more. Here are a few terms you’ll want to know to be able to tell your snook from 
your snapper. 
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Wild Philly
Full color throughout; 332 pages; 6 ½" x 9" 

Paperback: $25.99/$32.99 
Can./£21.99 UK

ISBN: 9781643261041

No. 686104

Ships: March

Naturalist Mike Weilbacher has directed the Schuylkill 
Center for Environmental Education in Philadelphia’s 
Upper Roxborough neighborhood since 2011. Mike has 
more than 40 years of experience teaching through lectures, 
field trips, writings, and even theater and radio, his work 
earning him the Keystone Award from the Pennsylvania 
Association of Environmental Educators and the title of 
“Citizen Hero” from The Philadelphia Inquirer. 

• Covers more than 100 local species 
that can be seen in and around 
Philly.    

• Includes days trips to areas of 
ecological importance.    

• Mike Weilbacher is the executive 
director of the Schuylkill Center for 
Environmental Education. 

Wild Philly 
Explore the Amazing Nature in and Around 
Philadelphia 
Mike Weilbacher  

Philadelphia may seem like a concrete jungle, but in reality, it's full of 
amazing wildlife. You just need to know where to find it!  Equal parts 

natural history, field guide, and trip planner, Wild Philly has something for 
everyone. This handy yet extensive guide looks at the factors that shape local 
nature and profiles more than 100 local species, from beautiful flowers and 
towering trees to majestic birds and surprising city-dwellers like coyotes and 
red foxes. Also included are descriptions of day trips that help you explore 
natural wonders on hiking trails, in public parks, and in your own backyard.  
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TRIP 3   NEW HOPE, PA 

Bowman’s Hill 
Wildflower 
Preserve
Home to about 800 of the 2000 native plant species living in 
Pennsylvania, Bowman’s Hill Wildflower Preserve is an oasis 
of what forests looked like centuries ago . Its stunning floral 
diversity only exists because of a 100-acre fence keeping deer 
at bay . In April and May, this is one of the must-see places for 
spring ephemeral wildflowers, including yellow lady’s slipper,  
a rare and stunning orchid .Philly’s Best Wildflower Trail

Look down the Ravine Loop: this stretch in front of you is the heart of the 
best wildflower trail in the city and one of the best in the region unprotected 
from deer . Walk slowly, as on either side of the trail you will find many flowers 
that change in the months of March, April, and May .

Look for bloodroot in late March and early April; red trillium, Virginia 
bluebells, and trout lily in early to mid-April; and white trillium and wild blue 
phlox in early to mid-May . Solomon’s seal, wild geraniums, giant chickweed, 
wild columbine, and bluebells all grow here too . The trilliums are delightfully 
confusing, as there are two species, white and red, but with pinkish versions 
of white and whitish versions of red mixed in .

When you come to the bridge, the wildflower show is sadly over, so savor 
them while you are there . Cross the bridge and continue down the Ravine 
Loop, listening for birds and enjoying the trees . You’ll cross a second bridge, 
pass both Wetlands Pond (where wood ducks are often seen) and Spring-
house Pond, leaving the latter by the gate to the left of the springhouse . 
Walk up the stairs, turn left (you are still on Ravine Loop), and you’ll come to 
Cattail Pond . Check out who lives here .

Just beyond this last pond, turn into Jubilee Grove, a site marked by a 
sculpture donated in honor of the center’s 50th anniversary . Head uphill and 
you are back at the playscape and the rear of the Visitor Center .

And then come back in 2 weeks, when different flowers will be in bloom .

 Virginia bluebells 
in bloom .
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dees and cardinals feed on a snowy morning, then head up to Bowman’s Hill 
Wildflower Preserve in April to catch nature’s quickly fleeting flower show.

The book also has a few extra-credit field trips a little farther afield as 
well. Though there is plenty of nature in Wild Philly, Philadelphians flock 
by the score to Cape May Point in New Jersey to witness the migration of 
monarch butterflies, up north to Hawk Mountain to gaze at the uncountable 
hawks soaring overhead, to the Pine Barrens to watch carnivorous plants 

Audubon started his career in, where else, Audubon, Pennsylvania, and artist 
Charles Willson Peale invented the diorama in America’s first natural history 
museum, located in Independence Hall. We’ll consider threats to Wild Philly, 
including invasive species and climate change, then meet people working 
every day to protect and preserve this nature. And this guidebook offers 
twenty-five ways you can join in this important work, including becoming a 
citizen scientist.

Next we’ll turn to 101 of the coolest wild inhabitants of Philadelphia and 
its nearby environs, from lowly ferns you can easily identify to that bald eagle 
nesting in Tinicum marsh. The list has been carefully curated with the help of 
naturalists from across the region.

The final section describes twenty-five of the best nature walks you and 
your family can take in and around Philadelphia to find those 101 species—
and at the right time of year to walk them. Amble Valley Forge National 
Historical Park in the early summer to enjoy the mountain laurel in bloom, 
then catch the goldenrods ablaze at the Pennypack Preserve in the fall. Sit in 
a cozy century-old Abington cabin with a cup of hot cocoa to watch chicka-

 Modern 
Philadelphia, the 
city between two 
rivers. As water 
quality in the 
Schuylkill River 
(foreground) has 
improved, wildlife 
has returned

 Spring 
wildflowers bloom 
at Bowman’s 
Hill Wildflower 
Preserve in New 
Hope.

 Walkers enjoy 
Forbidden Drive in 
the Wissahickon 
Valley.
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Naturalist Mike Weilbacher has directed the Schuylkill 
Center for Environmental Education in Philadelphia’s 
Upper Roxborough neighborhood since 2011. Mike has 
more than 40 years of experience teaching through lectures, 
field trips, writings, and even theater and radio, his work 
earning him the Keystone Award from the Pennsylvania 
Association of Environmental Educators and the title of 
“Citizen Hero” from The Philadelphia Inquirer. 

• Covers more than 100 local species 
that can be seen in and around 
Philly.    

• Includes days trips to areas of 
ecological importance.    

• Mike Weilbacher is the executive 
director of the Schuylkill Center for 
Environmental Education. 

Wild Philly 
Explore the Amazing Nature in and Around 
Philadelphia 
Mike Weilbacher  

Philadelphia may seem like a concrete jungle, but in reality, it's full of 
amazing wildlife. You just need to know where to find it!  Equal parts 

natural history, field guide, and trip planner, Wild Philly has something for 
everyone. This handy yet extensive guide looks at the factors that shape local 
nature and profiles more than 100 local species, from beautiful flowers and 
towering trees to majestic birds and surprising city-dwellers like coyotes and 
red foxes. Also included are descriptions of day trips that help you explore 
natural wonders on hiking trails, in public parks, and in your own backyard.  
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diversity only exists because of a 100-acre fence keeping deer 
at bay . In April and May, this is one of the must-see places for 
spring ephemeral wildflowers, including yellow lady’s slipper,  
a rare and stunning orchid .Philly’s Best Wildflower Trail

Look down the Ravine Loop: this stretch in front of you is the heart of the 
best wildflower trail in the city and one of the best in the region unprotected 
from deer . Walk slowly, as on either side of the trail you will find many flowers 
that change in the months of March, April, and May .

Look for bloodroot in late March and early April; red trillium, Virginia 
bluebells, and trout lily in early to mid-April; and white trillium and wild blue 
phlox in early to mid-May . Solomon’s seal, wild geraniums, giant chickweed, 
wild columbine, and bluebells all grow here too . The trilliums are delightfully 
confusing, as there are two species, white and red, but with pinkish versions 
of white and whitish versions of red mixed in .

When you come to the bridge, the wildflower show is sadly over, so savor 
them while you are there . Cross the bridge and continue down the Ravine 
Loop, listening for birds and enjoying the trees . You’ll cross a second bridge, 
pass both Wetlands Pond (where wood ducks are often seen) and Spring-
house Pond, leaving the latter by the gate to the left of the springhouse . 
Walk up the stairs, turn left (you are still on Ravine Loop), and you’ll come to 
Cattail Pond . Check out who lives here .

Just beyond this last pond, turn into Jubilee Grove, a site marked by a 
sculpture donated in honor of the center’s 50th anniversary . Head uphill and 
you are back at the playscape and the rear of the Visitor Center .

And then come back in 2 weeks, when different flowers will be in bloom .
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dees and cardinals feed on a snowy morning, then head up to Bowman’s Hill 
Wildflower Preserve in April to catch nature’s quickly fleeting flower show.

The book also has a few extra-credit field trips a little farther afield as 
well. Though there is plenty of nature in Wild Philly, Philadelphians flock 
by the score to Cape May Point in New Jersey to witness the migration of 
monarch butterflies, up north to Hawk Mountain to gaze at the uncountable 
hawks soaring overhead, to the Pine Barrens to watch carnivorous plants 

Audubon started his career in, where else, Audubon, Pennsylvania, and artist 
Charles Willson Peale invented the diorama in America’s first natural history 
museum, located in Independence Hall. We’ll consider threats to Wild Philly, 
including invasive species and climate change, then meet people working 
every day to protect and preserve this nature. And this guidebook offers 
twenty-five ways you can join in this important work, including becoming a 
citizen scientist.

Next we’ll turn to 101 of the coolest wild inhabitants of Philadelphia and 
its nearby environs, from lowly ferns you can easily identify to that bald eagle 
nesting in Tinicum marsh. The list has been carefully curated with the help of 
naturalists from across the region.

The final section describes twenty-five of the best nature walks you and 
your family can take in and around Philadelphia to find those 101 species—
and at the right time of year to walk them. Amble Valley Forge National 
Historical Park in the early summer to enjoy the mountain laurel in bloom, 
then catch the goldenrods ablaze at the Pennypack Preserve in the fall. Sit in 
a cozy century-old Abington cabin with a cup of hot cocoa to watch chicka-
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BEST LITTLE BOOK OF BIRDS  
The Oregon Coast
Sarah Swanson  
686060 • $16.99
2022 • Paperback • 4½" x 6"
304 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781643260600

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF  
GROUND COVERS 
4000 Plants That Reduce Maintenance, 
Control Erosion, and Beautify the 
Landscape 
Gary Lewis  
689460 • $50.00
2022 • Paper Over Board • 8½" x 11"
456 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781604694604

WASHINGTON, EVERGREEN 
Land of Natural Wonders 
Photo Cascadia  
686140 • $30.00
2022 • Paper Over Board • 8½" x 8½"
244 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781643261409

MUSHROOMS OF THE PACIFIC 
NORTHWEST, REVISED EDITION 
A Timber Press Field Guide  
Steve Trudell  
686086 • $29.99
2022 • Flexibind • 5¾" x 8¼"
416 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781643260860

THE RESCUE EFFECT 
The Key to Saving Life on Earth 
Michael Mehta Webster  
686149 • $28.00
2022 • Jacketed Hardcover • 6" x 9"
296 pp • One color throughout
ISBN: 9781643261492 

WE ARE THE ARK 
Returning Our Gardens to Their True  
Nature with Acts of Restorative Kindness 
Mary Reynolds 
686178 • $30.00
2022 • Paper Over Board • 6" x 8"
276 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781643261782

EXPERIENCING OLMSTED 
The Enduring Legacy of Frederick  
Law Olmsted’s North American 
Landscapes 
The Cultural Landscape Foundation 
686036 • $50.00
2022 • Jacketed Hardcover • 8½" x 10"
344 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781643260365 

AMERICAN ROOTS 
Lessons and Inspirations from the 
Designers Reimagining Our Home Gardens 
Nick McCullough, Allison McCullough & 
Teresa Woodard  
686116 • $40.00
2022 • Paper Over Board • 8½" x 10"
320 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781643261164
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THE GARDENER'S PALETTE
Creating Colour Harmony in the Garden 
Jo Thompson   
689959 • $45.00
2022 • Jacketed Hardcover • 8½" x 11"
388 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781604699593 

URBAN FORAGING
Find, Gather, and Cook 50 Wild Plants  
Lisa M. Rose   
686083 • $20.00
2022 • Paper Over Board • 6" x 9"
236 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781643260839

THE MONTH-BY-MONTH 
GARDENING GUIDE
Daily Advice for Growing Flowers, 
Vegetables, Herbs, and Houseplants 
Franz Böhmig  
686141 • $27.95
2022 • Paperback • 8" x 10"
424 pp • Two color throughout
ISBN: 9781643261416

THE ULTIMATE FLOWER 
GARDENER'S GUIDE 
How to Combine Shape, Color, and Texture 
to Create the Garden of Your Dreams 
Jenny Rose Carey 
686038 • $29.95
2022 • Paperback • 8½" x 10"
364 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781643260389

FAT GIRLS HIKING
An Inclusive Guide to Getting Outdoors 
at Any Size or Ability 
Summer Michaud-Skog   
686039 • $19.95
2022 • Paperback • 6½" x 9"
252 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781643260396 

THE GARDEN REFRESH
How to Give Your Yard Big Impact on  
a Small Budget   
Kier Holmes  
686081 • $27.95
2022 • Paperback • 8" x 9"
256 pp •  Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781643260815

NOW IS THE TIME FOR TREES 
Make an Impact by Planting the Earth’s 
Most Valuable Resource 
The Arbor Day Foundation, Dan Lambe, 
and Lorene Edwards Forkner  
686106 • $19.95
2022 • Paperback • 8" x 10"
216 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781643261065 

LAKES 
Their Birth, Life, and Death 
John Richard Saylor   
686048 • $27.95
2022 • Jacketed Hardcover • 6" x 9"
240 pp • One color throughout
ISBN: 9781643260488

New & Notable
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THE MODERN COTTAGE 
GARDEN  
A Fresh Approach to a Classic Style 
Greg Loades
689908 • $24.95
2020 • Paper Over Board •  7" x 9"
228 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781604699081

TEAMING WITH MICROBES
The Organic Gardener’s Guide to the 
Soil Food Web 
Jeff Lowenfels and Wayne Lewis  
689113 • $24.95
2010 • Jacketed Hardcover • 6" x 9"
220 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781604691139

THE BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO 
GROWING GREAT VEGETABLES 
Lorene Edwards Forkner 
686085 • $19.95
2021 • Paperback • 7" x 9"
224 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781643260853

A WAY TO GARDEN 
A Hands-On Primer for Every Season 
Margaret Roach 
689877 • $30.00
2019 • Paper Over Board • 8" x 10"
320 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781604698770

THE NEW GARDENER'S 
HANDBOOK 
Everything You Need to Know to Grow 
a Beautiful and Bountiful Garden 
Daryl Beyers 
689874 • $24.95
2020 • Paperback • 8" x 10"
240 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781604698749

GROW NOW
How We Can Save Our Health, 
Communities, and Planet—One Garden  
at a Time  
Emily Murphy  
686047 • $27.95
2022 • Paperback • 7½" x 9¼"
248 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781643260471

BRINGING NATURE HOME
How You Can Sustain Wildlife with Native 
Plants  
Douglas W. Tallamy  
682992 • $19.95
2009 • Paperback • 6" x 9"
360 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9780881929928

PLANT GROW HARVEST REPEAT
Grow a Bounty of Vegetables, Fruits, and 
Flowers by Mastering the Art of Succession 
Planting 
Meg McAndrews Cowden   
686061 • $24.95
2022 • Paperback • 8" x 9"
288 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781643260617

Garden Bestsellers
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WRITING WILD  
Women Poets, Ramblers, and Mavericks 
Who Shaped How We See the Natural 
World 
Kathryn Aalto 
689927 • $24.99
2020 • Paperback • 6" x 8"
288 pp • Two color throughout
ISBN: 9781604699272

OUR NATIONAL FORESTS 
Stories from America’s Most Important 
Public Lands 
Greg M. Peters 
689963 • $29.95
2021 • Jacketed Hardcover • 7" x 9"
280 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781604699630    

THE HUMMINGBIRD HANDBOOK 
Everything You Need to Know about These 
Fascinating Birds 
John Shewey 
686018 • $24.95
2021 • Paperback • 8" x 9"
240 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781643260181

TO SPEAK FOR THE TREES 
My Life’s Journey from Ancient Celtic 
Wisdom to a Healing Vision of the Forest   
Diana Beresford-Kroeger 
686132 • $22.95
2021 • Paperback • 5½" x 8¼"
280 pp • One color throughout
ISBN: 9781643261324

THE NATURE OF OAKS
The Rich Ecology of Our Most Essential 
Native Trees 
Douglas W. Tallamy 
686044 • $27.95
2021 • Jacketed Hardcover • 6" x 9"
200 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781643260440

IWÍGARA
American Ethnobotanical Traditions  
and Science  
Enrique Salmón 
689880 • $34.95
2020 • Paper Over Board • 8" x 9"
248 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781604698800 

NATURE'S BEST HOPE 
A New Approach to Conservation That 
Starts in Your Yard 
Douglas W. Tallamy  
689900 • $29.95
2020 • Jacketed Hardcover • 6" x 9"
256 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781604699005

Nature & Science Bestsellers
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EMILY DICKINSON'S 
GARDENING LIFE  
The Plants and Places That Inspired  
the Iconic Poet 
Marta McDowell 
689822 • $24.95
2019 • Jacketed Hardcover • 6½" x 9"
268 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781604698220

PLANTING 
A New Perspective  
Piet Oudolf and Noel Kingsbury  
689370 • $39.95
2013 • Jacketed Hardcover • 9" x 10 1/3"
280 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781604693706

THE EARTH IN HER HANDS
75 Extraordinary Women Working in the 
World of Plants 
Jennifer Jewel 
689902 • $35.00
2020 • Paper Over Board • 8½" x 10"
324 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781604699029

UPROOTED 
A Gardener Reflects on Beginning Again 
Page Dickey 
689957 • $27.95
2020 • Jacketed Hardcover • 6½" x 9"
244 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781604699579

UNDER WESTERN SKIES
Visionary Gardens from the Rocky 
Mountains to the Pacific Coast 
Jennifer Jewell & Caitlin Atkinson
689999 • $50.00
2021 • Jacketed Hardcover • 8½" x 
10½"
412 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781604699999

THE LAYERED GARDEN
Design Lessons for Year-Round Beauty  
from Brandywine Cottage
David L. Culp 
689236 • $34.95
2012 • Jacketed Hardcover • 7¾" x 11¼"
312 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781604692365 

ADVENTURES IN EDEN 
An Intimate Tour of the Private Gardens  
of Europe 
Carolyn Mullet  
689846 • $40.00
2020 • Jacketed Hardcover • 8½" x 11"
332 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781604698466 

PLANTING THE NATURAL 
GARDEN 

Piet Oudolf & Henk Gerritsen 
689973 • $35.00
2019 • Paper Over Board • 6¾" x 8¼"
288 pp • Full color throughout
ISBN: 9781604699739

Design & Inspiration Bestsellers
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